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Abstract—The Gaussian wiretap channel (WTC) with rate-
limited help, available at the transmitter/encoder (Tx), in addition

to or instead of the same help at the legitimate receiver, is studied
under various channel configurations. For the degraded or
reversely-degraded WTC, rate-limited non-secure Tx help results
in a secrecy capacity boost equal to the help rate irrespective of
whether the help is causal or not. For the non-degraded WTC,
the secrecy capacity boost is lower bounded by the help rate.
A capacity-achieving signaling is two-phase time sharing, where
wiretap coding without help is used in Phase 1 and help without
wiretap coding is used in Phase 2. The secrecy capacity with Tx
help is positive for the reversely-degraded channel (where the
no-help secrecy capacity is zero) and no Phase 1 is needed to
achieve it. Unlike the no-help case, more noise at the legitimate
receiver can sometimes result in higher secrecy capacity with Tx
help. In the case of the joint Tx/Rx non-secure help, one help
link can be omitted without affecting the capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical-layer security has emerged as a valuable addition to

cryptography-based techniques [1], [2], especially over wire-

less channels and networks, and it also plays an important role

in modern industrial standards [3], [4]. While the original work

on information-theoretic secrecy dates back to Shannon him-

self [5], Wyner’s wiretap channel (WTC) model [6] established

itself as a very useful tool for many different settings and

configurations. It includes one legitimate transmitter-receiver

pair and one wiretapper (or eavesdropper) to be kept ignorant

of the transmitted message. Its key performance metric is the

secrecy capacity, i.e. the largest achievable rate subject to

(weak or strong) secrecy in addition to a reliability constraint,

possibly under a power constraint. The original degradedWTC

model has been extended and developed in many respects,

see e.g. [1]-[3] and references therein. More refined perfor-

mance metrics (beyond secrecy capacity), including secrecy

exponents, finite blocklength and second-order coding rates,

have also been studied [7], [8].

While feedback does not increase the ordinary (no secrecy)

capacity of memoryless channels, it is often able to boost the

secrecy capacity, even in the memoryless settings, see e.g. [9]

and references therein. The memoryless Gaussian WTC with

noiseless (and hence rate-unlimited) feedback was considered

in [10], whereby the transmitter (Tx) has access to the signal

of the legitimate receiver (Rx) in a causal manner while the

eavesdropper (Ev) has access to its noisy version. Its secrecy

capacity Csnf was shown to be equal to the ordinary (no Ev,

no feedback) AWGN channel capacity C0,

Csnf = C0 (1)
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i.e. secrecy comes for free with the noiseless feedback and

the secrecy capacity with feedback exceeds the no-feedback

one, even though the channel is memoryless and, possibly, not

degraded. The capacity-achieving strategy is the Schalkwijk-

Kailath scheme and no wiretap coding is needed. This result

was further extended to a colored (ARMA) Gaussian noise

channel with noiseless (rate-unlimited) feedback in [9]. Note,

however, that, in this setting, the Tx has access to the causal

but noiseless feedback while the Ev observes only its noisy

version, i.e. the Ev is at a significant disadvantage and the

feedback is at least partially secure (hidden by the noise in

the Ev feedback link). The situation changes dramatically and

the above result does not apply if the Ev has access to the

same noiseless (and, hence, non-secure) feedback as well or

if the Rx-to-Tx feedback link is also noisy or rate-limited.

The degraded memoryless Gaussian WTC with a secure rate-

limited feedback of rate Rf < ∞ was considered in [11] and

its secrecy capacity Csf was established:

Csf = min{C0, Cs0 +Rf} (2)

where Cs0 is the secrecy capacity without feedback. An

optimal Tx strategy is fundamentally different from [9], [10] in

this setting: it is a combination of the standard wiretap coding

as in [6] with a secure key generated by the Rx and sent to the

Tx via the secure rate-limited feedback link. Note, however,

that this strategy requires a secure feedback link, so that the

feedback is (completely) unknown to the Ev, and it does not

apply otherwise.

Various forms of side information, beyond feedback, are

often available in modern systems/networks (e.g. in a cloud

radio access network) and can boost the capacity [12]. One

particular configuration was recently studied in [13], [14]

in the no-Ev/no-secrecy setting, where a rate-limited (and

error-free) help is available to the decoder or/and encoder.

In particular, a helper observes the noise sequence (which

can be a signal intended for other users in a multi-user

environment) and communicates his observation to the receiver

(decoder) or transmitter (encoder) via an error-free but rate-

limited data pipe. This model is appealing from a practical

perspective since it considers a rate-limited help link, unlike

some noiseless feedback models that essentially require rate-

unlimited and error-free feedback links that are hardly possible

in practice. This rate-limited help was shown in [13], [14]

to provide a boost in the no-secrecy channel capacity equal

to the help rate Rh so that the with-help channel capacity

is C0 + Rh; flash signalling (i.e. using high-resolution help

infrequently) was shown to be an optimal help strategy, in

combination with two-phase time sharing. Error exponents of

Gaussian and modulo-additive channels with rate-limited Tx

help were established in [15], where it was also shown that

the channel with Tx help is equivalent to the regular (no-help)
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channel and an additional parallel error-free bit-pipe of rate

Rh.

The Rx help setting in [13] was extended to the memoryless

Gaussian wiretap channel in [19] and its secrecy capacity with

Rx help was established for various channel configurations

(degraded, reversely degraded and non-degraded)1. However,

the respective WTC with Tx/encoder help was not studied

(the capacity result was briefly stated, without proof, for the

degraded case only).

A. Our contribution

Here, we present a study of various configurations of Gaus-

sian WTC with Tx or joint Tx/Rx help and a complete proof

of its secrecy capacity. The techniques needed to establish the

secrecy capacity with Tx help are substantially different from

those in the Rx help case in [19] since, unlike the latter case,

the codebooks as well as capacity-achieving input distributions

do depend on help in the former case. This has significant

impact on the converse and achievability schemes. Unlike the

Rx help case, where causality of help is immaterial (since

the Rx waits until the whole codeword is received to start its

decoding), it can potentially make a difference in the case of

Tx help. Therefore, we distinguish between causal and non-

causal Tx help. For the degraded, non-degraded and reversely-

degraded channels (see footnote 1), the secrecy capacity Cs

with Tx help of rate Rh, in addition to or instead of the same

Rx help, secure or non-secure, causal or non-causal, is shown

to satisfy (see Theorems 1,2)

Cs ≥ Cs0 +Rh, (3)

where Cs0 is the regular (no-help) secrecy capacity (Cs0 = 0
for the reversely-degraded case). (3) holds with equality for

the degraded and reversely-degraded channels if the help is

not secure (the capacity with secure Tx help as well as for

the non-degraded channel remain open problems, for which

(3) gives only a lower bound). Some unusual properties of

Cs are pointed out. In particular, it is strictly positive in the

reversely-degraded case (where the no-help secrecy capacity is

zero), even if the help is not secure, and no wiretap coding is

needed at all to achieve it. More noise at the legitimate receiver

can sometimes result in higher secrecy capacity. Non-causal

help does not bring in any advantage over the causal one. If the

Tx and Rx help links are identical (carry the same information)

and non-secure, then any one can be omitted without affecting

the secrecy capacity (this is not the case anymore if the help

links are independent).

An optimal Tx strategy to achieveCs in (3) is fundamentally

different from those in [9]-[11]: it is a two-phase time sharing

whereby no help is used in Phase 1 but just regular (no help)

wiretap coding; on the contrary, much shorter Phase 2 makes

use of high-resolution help in combination with regular (no

Ev) channel coding but no wiretap coding at all. In the case

of the reversely-degraded WTC, Phase 1 and hence wiretap

coding are not needed so that burst signaling alone (with

regular channel coding) is sufficient.

1While the standard (no help) SISO non-degraded Gaussian WTC is
equivalent to either degraded or reversely-degraded one, this is not the case
anymore when Rx/Tx help is also available to the Ev.

Comparing (3) to (2) with Rh = Rf , note that Cs > Csf

if the help/feedback rate is sufficiently high, Rh = Rf >
C0 − Cs0 = C2, where C2 is the no-help capacity of the

Tx-Ev link, i.e. the helper setting provides larger secrecy

capacity compared to the rate-limited but secure feedback

setting, even though the help is not required to be secure.

The same applies to (1), where the feedback is rate-unlimited

and at least partially-secure. Note also that, unlike Csf in (2),

the increase in Cs in (3) with Rh does not saturate.

Unlike the studies of Gaussian WTCs with noiseless (and

hence rate-unlimited) feedback in [9], [10], our help links are

rate-limited, as in [13], [14], and we also allow here the Ev

to have access to the same help as the legitimate Rx and Tx.

In our rate-limited setting, causality of help has no impact on

the secrecy capacity. Unlike the study in [11], our help link

is not required to be secure or causal and the channel is not

required to be degraded.

Secure communication with a helper acting as a cooperat-

ing jammer was studied in [16], [17]. However, no secrecy

capacity was established but only the generalized degrees of

freedom. Unlike [16], [17], the present paper considers no

jamming at all; rather, the (passive) help comes in a form of

rate-limited information about the Rx noise sequence, which

is available to the Tx and/or Rx.

Notations: random variables and their realizations are de-

noted by capital and lower case letters, respectively, and their

alphabets follow from the respective channel models; Xn

denotes the sequence (X1, ..., Xn); H(·), h(·) and h(·|·) are
the entropy, differential and conditional differential entropies,

respectively, and I(·; ·) is the mutual information; E{·} and

Pr{·} are statistical expectation and probability with respect

to relevant random variables; X − Y − Z denotes a Markov

chain of random variables X , Y , and Z .

II. DEGRADED GAUSSIAN WTC WITH TX HELP

We begin with the real-valued degraded (discrete-time)

Gaussian wiretap channel:

Yi = Xi +Wi, Zi = Yi + Vi, i = 1, ..., n (4)

where Xi is the real-valued transmitted symbol at time i,
Wi, Vi are Rx and Ev noise, which are zero-mean Gaussian,

independent of each other with variances σ2
W and σ2

V , respec-

tively, see Fig. 1. The channel is stationary and memoryless,

so that Wn and V n are i.i.d. sequences. We further assume

that σ2
V > 0 (unless stated otherwise).

The helper model is as in [14] but extended to the

WTC setting, whereby discrete help T = T (Wn) of rate

n−1H(T ) ≤ Rh < ∞ is available to the Tx, Ev and, possibly,

Rx (no further constraints on the helper function T (Wn)
are assumed, beyond its rate, unless stated otherwise), which

we term ”non-secure Tx help”, so that the Ev can estimate

transmitted message M using T and its received signals Zn

while the Rx uses Y n (no Rx help) or Y n and T (Rx help).

This falls into the framework of cooperative communications

or communications with side information [12] and models

practical links, which are always rate-limited. If no help is

available to the Ev, we call it ”secure help”.

We use the standard definition of the secrecy capacity as

the supremum of all achievable secrecy rates, subject to the
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Fig. 1. Degraded wiretap channel with a rate-limited help T at the Tx, Rx
and Ev (T is not available to the Ev if the help is secure). Wn and V n

are i.i.d. noise sequences, σ2

V
> 0; V n is independent of Wn, Xn, M ;

Xn = Xn(M,T ), T = T (Wn), H(T ) ≤ nRh.

reliability, secrecy and power constraints, see e.g. [1]-[3], [6].

In particular, the (secret) message M is selected randomly and

uniformly from {1, ..., 2nRs}, where Rs is a secrecy rate and n
is the blocklength. The Tx encoder maps it into Xn using the

available help T and the Rx decoder maps Y n and, possibly,

T into a message estimate M̂ . The constraints are as follows:

Reliability constraint: the error probability Pe , Pr{M 6=
M̂} ≤ ε for any ε > 0 and sufficiently large n.
Weak secrecy constraint: information leakage rate (to the

Ev) Rl satisfies

Rl , n−1I(M ;ZnT ) ≤ δ (5)

for any δ > 0 and sufficiently large n; T is omitted in the

case of secure help.

Average power constraint:

1

n

n
∑

i=1

E{X2
i } ≤ P (6)

Unlike the Rx help case where the causality of help is

immaterial (since the Rx starts decoding after the whole block

of length n is received), it becomes important for the Tx help

setting. Thus, we distinguish between causal Tx help, whereby

at time i the Tx help is based on the Rx noise sequence up to
time i, and non-causal Tx help, whereby the Tx help at time

i = 1 (the very beginning of the transmission) is based on

the whole noise sequence Wn. The secrecy capacity of this

channel with Tx help is established below.

Theorem 1. Consider the degraded Gaussian WTC in Fig. 1

with causal or non-causal Tx help of rate Rh, secure or non-

secure, in addition to or instead of the same Rx help, and let

σ2
V , P > 0. Its secrecy capacity Cs satisfies

Cs ≥ Cs0 +Rh (7)

where Cs0 is the secrecy capacity without help. This holds

with equality if the help is not secure.

Proof. First, we establish that (7) holds with equality in the

case of non-secure help, from which the inequality will follow

in the case of secure help (since the availability of help to the

Ev cannot increase the secrecy rate).

Converse: To establish the converse, consider the case when

the same non-causal non-secure help T is available to all

ends, i.e. the Tx, Rx and Ev as in Fig. 1. Clearly, the same

converse will hold if no Rx help is available or if the help

is causal. Using the appropriate Markov chain and functional

relationships between the random variables, in addition to the

secrecy and reliability constraints, note the following:

nRs = H(M) (8)

≤ H(M |ZnT ) + nǫ (9)

= I(M ;Y n|ZnT ) +H(M |Y nZnT ) + nǫ (10)

≤ I(M ;Y n|ZnT ) + 2nǫ (11)

≤ I(Xn;Y n|ZnT ) + 2nǫ (12)

= I(Xn;Y n|T )− I(Xn;Zn|T ) + 2nǫ (13)

= h(Y n|T )− h(Y n|XnT )

− [h(Zn|T )− h(Zn|XnT )] + 2nǫ (14)

= h(Wn + V n|T )− h(Wn|T )
+ h(Y n|T )− h(Zn|T ) + 2nǫ (15)

≤ n

2
log(2πe(σ2

V + σ2
W )) + I(Wn;T )− h(Wn)

+ h(Y n|T )− h(Zn|T ) + 2nǫ (16)

=
n

2
log

σ2
V + σ2

W

σ2
W

+H(T ) + h(Y n|T )

− h(Zn|T ) + 2nǫ (17)

≤ nRh +
n

2
log

σ2
V + σ2

W

σ2
W

σ2
W + P

σ2
W + σ2

V + P
+ 2nǫ (18)

= n(Rh + Cs0 + 2ǫ) (19)

where (9) follows from the secrecy constraint I(M ;ZnT ) ≤
nǫ; (11) follows from Fano inequality (due to the reliability

constraint) H(M |Y nZnT ) = H(M |Y nT ) ≤ nǫ; (12) and
(13) follow from Markov chainM−Xn−Y n−Zn conditional

on T ; (15) is due to the independence of Xn and (Wn, V n)
conditional on T ; (16) follows since conditioning cannot

increase entropy; (17) is due to I(W ;T ) = H(T ); (18)

follows from Lemma 1 below. Since (19) holds for any ǫ > 0,
it follows that Cs ≤ Cs0 + Rh, as desired. Clearly, the same

inequality holds if T is not available to the Rx.

Lemma 1. The following inequality holds in the considered

setting:

∆h = h(Y n|T )− h(Zn|T ) ≤ n

2
log

σ2
W + P

σ2
W + σ2

V + P
(20)

Proof. It has been proved in [14, eq. (46)] that

h(Y n|T ) ≤ n

2
log(2πe(σ2

W + P )) (21)

(the proof is not trivial since Xn andWn are not independent,

due to help T = T (Wn)). To bound h(Zn|T ) likewise, note
that

h(Zn|T ) =
∑

t

pT (t)h(Y
n + V n|T = t) (22)

where pT (t) is the distribution of T . Using the entropy power
inequality

2
2
n
h(Y n+V n|T=t) ≥ 2

2
n
h(Y n|T=t) + 2

2
n
h(V n|T=t) (23)

it follows that

h(Y n + V n|T = t) ≥ n

2
log(2

2
n
h(Y n|T=t) + 2πeσ2

V ) (24)
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Fig. 2. Phase 2 signalling for the degraded WTC: the causal help T is a

scalar-quantized noise Ŵn , Ŵi = Q(Wi), pre-subtracted at the Tx; Xn =
Xn(M2) is a codeword from i.i.d.-generated codebook, as in [14].

and hence

h(Zn|T ) ≥ n

2
log

(

2
2
n

∑
t
pT (t)h(Y n|T=t) + 2πeσ2

V

)

(25)

=
n

2
log

(

2
2
n
h(Y n|T ) + 2πeσ2

V

)

where the inequality is due to the convexity of the log-sum-exp

function [18, p. 72]. Finally,

∆h ≤ h(Y n|T )− n

2
log

(

2
2
n
h(Y n|T ) + 2πeσ2

V

)

(26)

≤ n

2
log

2πe(σ2
W + P )

2log(2πe(σ
2
W

+P )) + 2πeσ2
V

(27)

=
n

2
log

σ2
W + P

σ2
W + σ2

V + P
(28)

as required, where the inequality is due to (21) and f(x) =
x − log(2x + c) being an increasing function of x for any

c > 0.

Achievability: We consider the case of causal help being

available to the Tx and Ev but not to the Rx. This will also

establish achievability when the same help is also available

to the Rx or/and when Tx help is non-causal (since adding

Rx help or removing causality constraint cannot decrease

achievable rates). Following [14], we use a two-phase flash

signalling properly extended to the wiretap setting to ensure

secrecy as follows. Phase 1 of duration (1− τ) makes use of
no-help regular wiretap coding and thus achieves the secrecy

rate Cs0 − ǫ for any ǫ > 0. Phase 2 of much-shorter duration

τ is the same as in [14]2, which makes use of regular (no-

wiretap) coding and pre-substraction of the scalar-quantized

noise (available via the rate-limited help link) at the Tx, as

shown in Fig. 2:

Yi = Xi − Ŵi +Wi

Zi = Yi + Vi (29)

where Xn = Xn(M2) using i.i.d.-generated codebook C,
T = Ŵn is a scalar-quantized noise, Ŵi = Q(Wi), where the
quantizer uses L = ⌊2Rh/τ⌋ levels for each sample, which re-
quire the average rate τ log(L) ≤ Rh to be transmitted over the

help link. For further use, note that V n ⊥ (Wn, Ŵn, Xn,M2)

2An alternative Phase 2 strategy using a simple lattice code with a uniform
scalar quantizer is proposed in [15] and can be used here as well.

and (Wn, Ŵn) ⊥ (V n, Xn,M2), where ⊥ means statistical

independence, so that the following Markov chains hold:

(M2, C)−Xn − Y n − Zn; (M2, C)−Xn − (Zn,Wn, Ŵn)

Following [14, eq. (24)], this Phase 2 signalling achieves the

rate arbitrary close to

Rh

τ
+

1

2
log

(

2−2Rh/τ + αWP (1− 2−Rh/τ )2[1 + o(1)]
)

= Rh/τ [1 + o(1)] (30)

where αW = 2(π
√
3σ2

W )−1 and o(1) → 0 as as τ → 0. Thus,
the overall two-phase signalling rate (after time sharing) is

(1− τ)(Cs0 − ǫ) +Rh(1 + o(1)) → Cs0 +Rh − ǫ (31)

for any ǫ > 0, as τ → 0.
It remains to show that this rate is indeed secure, i.e. the

information leakage rate to the Ev is arbitrary small. This is

clearly the case in Phase 1 since regular wiretap coding is used

in this phase so that its leakage rate is Rl1 = n−1I(M1;Z
n) ≤

δ for any δ > 0 and sufficiently-large n. To see that secrecy

is guaranteed after two-phase time sharing (even though no

wiretap coding is used in Phase 2), we show that Phase 2

leakage rate is uniformly bounded for any τ :

Rl2 = n−1I(M2;Z
nŴn|C) (32)

≤ n−1I(Xn;ZnŴn|C) (33)

≤ n−1I(Xn;ZnŴn) (34)

≤ n−1I(Xn;ZnWn) (35)

≤ I0(X ;ZW ) (36)

= I0(X ;X + V ) (37)

≤ 1

2
log

(

1 +
P

σ2
V

)

= C2 < ∞ (38)

where (33) is due to Markov chain M2 −Xn − ZnŴn; (34)

is due to Markov chain C − Xn − ZnŴn; (35) is due to

Ŵn = Q(Wn); (36) holds since the channel is memoryless;
I0 is the mutual information induced by input X with the

distribution p0(x) = n−1
∑

i pxi
(x).

Thus, the overall leakage rate after two-phase time sharing

is

Rl = (1− τ)Rl1 + τRl2 ≤ (1 − τ)δ + τC2 → δ (39)

as τ → 0, for any δ > 0, as required. This completes the

proof.

Note that the availability of the Rx help, in addition to the

Tx help, does not increase the secrecy capacity (provided the

non-secure help T is the same at all ends) so that one help link

can be omitted without affecting the capacity. The non-causal

non-secure Tx help does not increase the secrecy capacity over

the causal one either (this mimics the respective property of

the no-Ev/no-secrecy channel capacity with Tx help in [14]).

If σ2
V = 0 and the Tx (or joint Tx/Rx) help is not secure,

then the secrecy capacity is zero, since the Ev has access to

exactly the same information as the Rx so that no secrecy is

possible, i.e. Cs(σ
2
V ) is a discontinuous function at σ

2
V = 0:

lim
σ2
V
→0+

Cs(σ
2
V ) = Rh > 0 (40)
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Fig. 3. Reversely-degraded wiretap channel with a rate-limited help T at the
Tx, Rx and Ev. ∆Wn and V n are i.i.d. noise sequences, σ2

V
, σ2

∆W
> 0;

V n, ∆Wn and M are independent of each other; Xn = Xn(M,T ), T =
T (Wn), H(T ) ≤ nRh.

while Cs(0) = 0 - a remarkable difference to the no-help case.
This also implies that help is especially important when the

no-help secrecy capacity is zero or close to it.

Using a similar approach, Theorem 1 can be shown to hold

for the non-degraded channel as well (without the equality

part), even if the Rx and Ev noise sequences are correlated

with each other (provided the correlation is not singular), see

[20] for details.

III. THE REVERSELY-DEGRADED WTC WITH TX HELP

Let us consider the reversely-degraded Gaussian WTC, as

in Fig. 3, with Tx help, in addition to or instead of the Rx

help (T is not available to the Ev if help is secure). While

its secrecy capacity is zero without help, this is not the case

when help is present, even if it is not secure, as the following

Theorem shows.

Theorem 2. Consider the reversely-degraded Gaussian WTC

with causal or non-causal Tx help of rate Rh, secure or not,

in addition to or instead of the same Rx help, as in Fig. 3,

and let σ2
V , σ

2
∆W , P > 0. Its secrecy capacity Cs satisfies

Cs ≥ Rh (41)

and this holds with equality if the help is not secure.

Proof. See the full version [20].

We remark that, as in the reversely-degraded WTC with Rx

help, no wiretap coding is needed here to achieve its secrecy

capacity if the help is not secure. Burst signalling alone (with

regular coding) is sufficient and arbitrarily low leakage rate can

be achieved by reducing signaling interval τ . The presence of
help T at the Rx, in addition to the Tx, does not increase the

capacity. Even though the help is not secure, it still boosts

significantly the secrecy capacity, which is zero without help.

This is so since the help T serves here as a public key: even

though this key is available to the Ev, it cannot make use of

it since it does not have the right ”lock”.

Note that Cs = 0 if σ2
∆W = 0 and help is not secure (since

the Ev receives the same information as the Rx so that no

secrecy is possible) and therefore Cs(σ
2
∆W ) is discontinuous

at σ2
∆W = 0:

Cs(σ
2
∆W ) = Rh > 0 ∀ σ2

∆W > 0 (42)

while Cs(0) = 0, for any Rh > 0, i.e. more noise at the Rx
(σ2

∆W > 0) is actually better for the secrecy capacity of this

channel.

∗ ∗ ∗

Note that the presence of the same Rx help, in addition

to the Tx help, does not result in extra secrecy capacity boost

(one link can be omitted without loss in the capacity). One can

also consider various other configuration of Tx and Rx help

links of rates Rh1 and Rh2, respectively. If these links are fully

correlated, then the secrecy capacity boost is max{Rh1, Rh2}
and, if the links are independent, the boost is Rh1 +Rh2, see

[20] for details.
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